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THANKS FOR CHOOSING ONE OF OUR KITS!
This assembly guide is a bit different from the other Befaco ones. We will be assembling
sections, and testing them one by one, so we will not keep building until we make sure it is
working nicely.
This will make our build a bit slower and careful, as this is quite a tricky build.
Some steps are not obvious, so even if you're an experienced DIYer, please take the time to
read the steps thoroughly before starting.
If this is your first project, please read this article before you start assembling the kit:
www.befaco.org/howto/
VCMC can be assembled as an Standalone unit. During the build we will point out
the components you might change. Check page 2 for details on this Modification
from Eurorack version.

OPEN BAG A

RESISTORS
Qty Value

Code

Name on PCB

14

100k

Brown, black, black, orange,
brown

R6, R7, R11, R13, R14, R15, R16, R17, R18,
R19, R20, R21, R26, R29

11

1k

Brown, black, black, brown, brown R12, R25, R27, R30, R31, R32, R33, R34,
R35, R36, R37

5

33k

Orange, orange, black, red, brown R5, R22, R23, R24, R28

4

10k

Brown, black, black, red, brown

2

56 ohm Green, blue, black, gold, brown

R4, R8

1

2k2

R3

R1, R2, R9, R10

Red, Red, black, brown, brown

DIODES
Solder the diodes observing their polarity. The black or white line on the diode must
match with the white line on the diode symbol on the PCB silkscreen.
Qty Value

Name on PCB

2

1N5817

D1, D2

6

BAT85

D3, D4, D5, D6, D7, D8

FERRITES
Solder the two ferrite beads by using a recycled diode leg passed through each ferrite and
proceed as if it were a resistor. Ferrite beads don't have polarity.
Qty Name on PCB+
2

F1, F2

1
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IC SOCKETS
First we will place the sockets (taking care to orientate them properly – the notch on one end of the
socket should match the silkscreen) and solder them into their correct positions. Get them from ICs bag.
Qty

Value

Name on PCB

2

DIL8

IC3, IC6

2

DIL16

IC4, IC5

OPEN BAG B

CAPACITORS
Identifying capacitors can be quite tricky. Codes stated are indicative, please take a look at this guide
for help identifying capacitors: http://www.wikihow.com/Read-a-Capacitor

Qty Value

Code

Name on PCB

15

100n

104

C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8, C9, C10, C12, C16, C18, C19, C20, C22, C23

5

10uF
(POLARIZED!)

10uF

C1, C2, C13, C14, C15

2

1nF

102

C11, C21

1

22p

220

C17

At this point you can choose to finish your build for a VCMC powered by Eurorack, or if you want your
module to be powered via the USB port and make it standalone. Check every step for your relevant
option, this is a critical part.

REGULATORS
Make sure it is positioned correctly with reference to the silkscreen outline on the PCB
Qty

Code

Name on PCB

2

78L05

REG5A, REG5B *

1

78L33

REG1

1

LM4040

REG-10

* Do not place these regulators if you are assembling VCMC as standalone unit.

TRANSISTORS
Make sure it is positioned correctly with reference to the silkscreen outline on the PCB
Qty

Code

Name on PCB

8

2n3904

T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6, T7, T8

2
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POWER SECTION
Solder the power connector, ensuring the position is correct: it must be placed over the silkscreen,
check that the notch on the connector is placed where the little rectangle is in the silkscreen.
Do not place Power connector if you are assembling VCMC as standalone. For Eurorack
version, ignore next steps.
For standalone version, place DC/DC 0512D instead. Its located over Power connector, labeled IC1.
Place it in components side, as the rest of the components.
Place resettable fuse in PTC and solder it.
Bridge JP2 with a blob of solder.

The rest of the components in this bag will be mounted later in the process.

TROUBLESHOOTING
At this point we will perform a smoke test and check that power arrives to every relevant spot in the
board.
This is very important, as testing all this once mechanical components are soldered will be hard.
Connect the module to a power supply and follow next page diagram to measure ALL marked voltages.
If YOU ARE BUILDING STANDALONE VERSION, SOLDER USB CONNECTOR.
If your power supply behaves funny or one of the regulators get hot, unplug the module immediately.
Possible errors:
- One of the regulators is reversed
- Reversed Diode.
- Reversed electrolytic capacitor.
- Maybe you have a bridge somewhere.
Use one of the marked GND spots and measure one by one the voltages

If all voltages are good (keep in mind they might change a bit due to tolerances and your power supply)
proceed with the rest of the build.
If you are facing issues, please follow our basic troubleshooting guide:

https://www.befaco.org/basic-troubleshooting-guide/
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OPEN TEENSY BAG
PREPARING TEENSY
This part on the build is critical. We will be soldering pins to our Teensy board,
being some of them SMD and EXTREMELY delicate. So please follow
instructions and be extra-careful.
Scan this QR to check a video on our Youtube channel soldering the pins.
Alternatively follow this link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=itzAFOCuFH4
We will prepare socket connectors that will be soldered to the board, and pin
headers that will be soldered in Teensy board.
We will try first to place them all, make sure they fit stress-free and then
solder.
First of all we will solder SMD pin headers to backside of Teensy board. Make sure that you work on a
clear area. Try to fix Teensy board on a way that it will not move and make work smoother. For example,
you can use ICs foam to stick it and make it stable.
Cut the SMD connector so it is same size as the pads In the bottom of the board (2x7). Proceed to
solder it making sure they are centered in the pads and straight.
WARNING:
Pads in Teensy board are very delicate, treat them gently, if
soldering is becoming hard, let it rest and try later.

Place male pin headers at Teensy holes, but do not solder
them. We will be placing them on the board first to make sure
It fits properly. But only after next step.

Now we will proceed to place socket connectors on the pcb:

SOCKET CONNECTORS
Place all the socket connectors on the PCB to fit Teensy size, at components side, but do not solder
them.
Qty

Size

Place on PCB

2

1X14

Long sides

1

1X5

Short sides

1

2X7

Central position

POGO PINS
Place the pins on the PCB at components side (JP3) but do not solder them.
Qty

Size

Place on PCB

2

1

Matching the Teensy SMD pads

Place Teensy board on the female pins. Do this gently and make sure all pins are firmly
connected and flat against the board. Once all pins are in place, proceed to solder them all.
REMINDER: Be sure that the Pogo Pins are matching the Teensy pads before you
solder it.
5
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Now we will mount the spacers and the OLED Screen which are located on the mechanical side
of the PCB.

SPACERS
Secure the 7 mm. spacers onto the PCB in the upper side of the board, to fit the OLED screen. Place
them at mechanical components side.

OLED SCREEN
This step is important, the screen has fragile glass and can be easily damaged. Please take
care to be gentle.
1. Cut the 14p socket in half. Then place one of the halves in the 7 holes for the OLED
but do not solder it yet. (The other half can be discarded).
2. Cut OLED pins to about 3mm (enough to fit comfortably in the socket).
3. Remove the plastic row which is fitted to the OLED pins, so that once connected with
the socket, the OLED will be flat and parallel to the PCB. This step can be quite tricky
as the plastic row is fitted tightly to the pins and the screen is very fragile, so take
care. We recommend using a fine pair of tweezers for this.
4. Fit the OLED into the socket, then screw the remaining four nuts into the spacers but
be careful with the bottom two screws, as they can sometimes press against the
screen. You may prefer to only place the top two screws.
5.

Proceed to solder the socket.

TROUBLESHOOTING
Plug the module and make sure that the screen is showing Befaco splash screen, then module main
screen appears.
The bars will be a bit crazy, it is normal! If screen does not light up, then something is fishy with your
soldering either in the Teensy or the OLED.
If it lights up, remove Teensy and OLED gently and continue with the build.

PIN HEADERS
Place the 2x4 pin headers on EXP following the silkscreen.

ICs
Place ICs in their sockets. Take care of polarity, notch or dot mark orientation.
Qty

Value

Name on PCB

2

DG408

IC4, IC5

2

TL072

IC3, IC6

Now we will proceed to mount the jacks, MIDI connector, button and encoder. This part of the
assembly is CRITICAL. Please take your time and read the following instructions carefully.
These components must NOT be soldered until they are placed on the PCB and fully attached
to the front panel.
After solder every component of this bag, be sure that the legs are cut short enough in order to
not touch the mechanical components that we will place and solder now.
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OPEN MECHANICAL COMPONENTS BAG

SPACERS
Secure the 11 mm. spacers onto the PCB. These are the ones that go close to the buttons,
place them facing mechanical components as they will be screwed to the panel later on.

USB CONNECTOR
Place

USB connector but don't solder it yet.

MINIJACK
Place the mini-jacks on the PCB ensuring they are on the side with the silkscreen but don't
solder them.
At this point we will place and screw the OLED in place. So we can test the module a bit
further.
Place front panel and screw the nuts (one in each corner should be enough). Screw also
the two spacers using two M2 screws.
Solder Minijacks and USB connector.

TROUBLESHOOTING
At this point we are ready to test CV and Gate inputs on the module. Put Teensy back in
place gently, then power the module on .
Plug some CV sources to the inputs. You should see relevant columns moving with the CV.
Warning: Fader columns will be moving crazy, pay attention to CV ones only.
Connect the module to your computer via USB. It should be automatically recognized and
VCMC Midi controller added to your system. As a double check, you can see if MIDI messages
are arriving.
If everything is fine, remove the panel and keep with the assembly.
FADERS
Before placing the faders make sure your soldering is tidy and regular.
Place the faders on the PCB where the silkscreen indicates, make sure they are flat and
proceed to solder the three pins. Do not solder location lugs yet, wait till the end of the
build when everything is working fine.
TIP: Make sure no legs are bent and all are passing thru their holes. A mistake here will
cause extreme suffering later.
If you power the module back in you should be able to check that fader columns move
accordingly.
ENCODER
Place the encoder on the PCB where the silkscreen indicates. Leave the hex nut and two
washers under the board but don't solder it yet.
BUTTONS
Place the push buttons on the PCB where the silkscreen indicates, taking care of the
orientation. Flat side must match the silkscreen, don't solder them yet.
TIP: Make sure all legs passed thru holes, fixing this later is rather painful.
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FRONT PANEL
Place the plastic window into front panel OLED hole, from the back side of the panel. Use
some hot glue, tape or any method of your choice. Remember to remove the protection
plastic from it.
Attach the front panel adjusting the parts one by one if necessary until they fit. You can use
some masking tape to hold the buttons in place before soldering.
To finish:
- Secure the parts to the panel in this order: A) Mini-jacks B) Screws for the
spacers C) Encoder
- Ensuring all of the above parts are flush with the panel then you can finally solder
the encoder.
- Next, we will be soldering the push buttons. Press them to make sure they are flat, if
you are not using masking tape. Then solder them.
- Solder the faders three contact pins, making sure they are straight and parallel to the
board. Do not solder the four locating pads. Wait until the module is working and fully tested.

FINAL TROUBLESHOOTING
Now is the time to plug your module to check that everything is working as expected.
Module should power on and screen should show the booting sequence. If it does not boot,
and/or you notice some weird behavior or heating, disconnect the module and perform
further troubleshooting. Keep in mind when was the last successful test, so check what you
did from there.
If module is booting, move faders and plug some CV sources to the inputs to check if you
can see feedback in the screen. Also, pressing buttons should make the Leds blink.
BEWARE OF TEENSY BUTTON: while testing, if button is pressed module will
reboot!!
At this point taking a look to our User manual might help to understand if everything is fine.
After the basic testings are successful, you can proceed to solder location legs of the faders.

MIDI CONNECTOR
Place the MIDI connector thru the hole. Placing the nut just before connecting it to the board.
Fasten the nut so the connector is straight and flush against the PCB. Then solder PINS 4
and 5 (The two at the sides of central one).

Soldering this at the very end is CRITICAL, as panel is really hard to remove once this
connector is soldered.
Make sure everything works fine before doing so.

CALIBRATION
We will perform now a factory calibration. This procedure need to be done with a very precise
voltage source. We suggest to measure with a three digits mutimeter.
8
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In order to get into calibration mode, press the encoder for more than three seconds,this will
get you into general settings menu.
Scroll to credits, when splash screen appears, keep encoder pressed in order to make Global
calibration option available.
When splash screen disappears, scroll down to access global cal.
- Calibrating Faders.
Move all faders to maximum position until all values stabilize. Then move all of them to zero.
Press end to store the values
- Calibrating CVs.
We will be entering to a two points calibration screen. You will be prompted to send 2v and 8
volts, so they will be stored and correcting any eventual offset and non linearity in your CV
source.
Make sure your CV source is precise enough!
- Calibrating Aux.
We will be entering to a two points calibration screen. You will be prompted to send 2v and 8
volts, so they will be stored and correcting any eventual offset and non linearity in your CV
source.
Make sure your CV source is precise enough!

ENJOY YOUR NEW BEFACO MODULE!
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